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The Problem

The purpose of this study Is to de
termine the relationships, past and present, between our 
federal government and public education, considering these 
phase® or questions:

1. What has been the attitude at various times 
of the federal government toward public edu
cation?

2. What acts have been undertaken with respect 
to public education?

3. What have been the basic causes leading up 
to these aotst

4. What have been the results of these acts?
5. What are the present trends In governmental 

procedure with respect to public education?

' ' : ‘ "'tiio'ApiMPoach ;
Throughout the history of the United 

States we find the central government gradually growing 
In power, constantly assuming duties formerly considered 
beyond Its province, and continuously moving In the direct
ion of unity. At the close of the Revolutionary War we 
were memely a loosely-bound group of Independent states.



At the close of the World War we could more justly be con
sidered a nation. This growth Is clearly exemplified la 
the story of the relation of the federal government to educa
tion. We may roughly divide this story of expansion Into 
four general divisions: the new federal state (1780 to 1828)
the period of sectionalism (1838 to 1861), the period of uni
fication (1861 to 1890), and the present era of national con- 
eel ouenese (since 1890). Naturally this classification la 
far from exact but may ba used to serve our purpose.
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GHAPTSR I

THE HEW FEDERAL STATE (17801888).
Early Ordinances.

During government under the Articles 
of Confederation we would naturally assume that education. 
was a business solely of the individual states• This was, 
to a large degree true, and yet, even at this early date, 
we find the national government unable to remain entirely 
untouched by questions of public education. At the close 
of the Revolutionary War a vast public domain constituting 
the territory bounded by the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, 
the Great Lakes and the Alleghany Mountains belonged to 
the states. Several of the states held conflicting claims 
to various parts of this territory, so, to avoid conflict, 
all of these states ceded their claims to the Federation 
during the years 1780 to 1785. ^Congress was given juris
diction over this national domain, which was known as the 
Northwest Territory. Pressure was immediately brought to 
bear upon Congress to make the land available for use*

In 1783 Colonel Timothy Pickering drew 
up propositions for settling the national domain by soldiers 
of the federal army, granting land in payment of the obli
gations to these Soldiers. This plan contained the follow
ing clause whioh is the earliest suggestion of national 
land grants for education:
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fl Artiolfcu?. These rights "being secured, all surplus 
lands shall be the property of the State, and be dis
posed of for the common good; as for laying out roads, 
building bridge®, erecting public buildings, estab
lishing schools and academies, defraying the expense® 
of government and other public uses." (1)

The original plan of settlement by the 
army fell through, but further pressure upon Congress to 
make the land available for sale resulted in the Ordinance 
of 1785. At the close of the Revolution there was a 
national debt which was considered to be enormous and which 
could be; mo at readily paid off by the raoid sale of public 
lands. In the Ordinance of 1785 there was provided a survey 
of the new territory based upon the rectangular "tomns- 
planting" system of New.England. The national domain was to 
be divided into rectangular townships six miles square and 
each of these was to be subdivided into thirty—six sections 
or lots each containing a square mile. It was further 
stipulated that "there shall be reserved the lot number 
16 of every township for the maintenance of public schools
— ------- -within the said township.” (2). This educational _
clause is directly traceable to the influence of the Hew 
'England group who were most actively interested in the 
settlement of the new territory. "The generosity of Congress 
was motivated, in part at least, by the desire to make the

(1) Joseph 3chafor, "The Origin of the System of Land Orante 
for Education," op 38. University of Wisconsin Bulletin,Ho. 
63. 1902. Madison: University of Wisconsin Press.
(3) Ibid, pp 39,
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conditions of settlement in the new lands attractive to those 
who were leaving behind them the advantages of schools.” (3) 
Hence, we may conclude that this classe, which has become 
so famous as the basis for the subsequent bountiful land 
endowments to new states, was in reality a scheme of good 
salesmanship to help dispose of the abundant territory.

In 1786 a group of New Englanders 
gathered in Boston to form a company which was destined to 
have a tremendous influence on future education^-” The Ohio 
Company of Associates.M They proposed to buy a large tract 
of land in the Northwest Territory and elected directors to 
negotiate with Congress. The prospect of a large sale of 
land stimulated Congress to provide a satisfactory frame of 
government for the new territory and under the influence 
of Doctor Manasseh Cutler, the shrewd representative of 
the Ohio Company, they formulated the Northwest Ordinance 
of 1787 which undoubtedly reflected the desires of the 
Company. • ...

The influence of this company is at once 
evident in the famous passage in the ordinance: "Religion,
morality and knowledge being necessary to good government, 
and the happiness of mankind, schools and the means of 
education shall be forever encouraged." (4). Bearing out

(3) Edward H. Relsner, "nationalism and EduoationSinoe
1789, pp 340. New York: MacMillan Go., 1922. .
(4) Joseph Schafer, op. cit., pp 40.



these sentiments we find provided that * Lot number sixteen
be given perpetually, by Congress to the maintenance of
schools, and lot number twenty-nine to the purpose of
religion in the said townships; Two townships near the
center and of good land to be also given by Congress for 

. i ■ - -
the support of a literary institution, to be applied to
.the Intended objeot by the legislature of the state.“ (5).
Thus was stated in principle for the entire Northwest what
has been specifically provided for in the Ordinance of
1785. In this same year these terms were closely followed

■ ■ - 'in the sale of a million acres of land on the lower Ohio 
to J©hn Clark Symnes. these were the beglnmings of a 
national land grant policy which in later years became a 
settled policy. By this precedent the federal government 
prepared to. enter upon a program providing benevolent 
donations to education withhmihe separate states while 
retaining no voice in the. administration of that education.

When the new Constitution of the United 
States was formulated, Mr. James Madison, Mr. Charles Pinck
ney, and Mr. James Wilson moved to Insert among the powers 
of Congress a power "to establish an University in which no 
preference or distinctions should be allowed on account of 
religion." (6).. Gouverneur Morris objected on the basis

(b ) Joseph Schafer, op.cit., pp 41. :
(6) John A . H. Keith and William 0, Bagley, "The Nation 
and the Schools," po 39. New York: The MacMillan Company,
1920.

4



5
that MIt (the granting of power to Congress to establish 
a university) is not necessary. The exolusive power at the 
seat of government trill reach the o b j e c t (7). At m y  
rate we find no mention of education within the Constitut
ion and so this right and duty is reserved to the separate 
states by the Tenth A mendment which provides that "The 
powers not delegated to the United States by the Constit
ution nor prohibited by it to the states, dr^reserved 
to the states respectively or to the people."

At the time of the formation of the new 
government in 1789 there were many petitions to the new . 
Congress for special land grants and reduced rates which 
were consistently refused* Furthermore, Congress also 
refused to grant more lands to the Ohio Company in lieu 
of the sections for religion which hptd been sold, and at 
no future time do we again find grants for religion.
Kentucky and Tennessee were admitted to statehood in 1792 
and 1796 respectively (before the admission of Ohio) and 
were given no land grants.

Early Enabling Acts.

The precedent of land grants was 
definitely established upon the admission of Ohio in 1802•
At this time the grants for purposes of higher education

(?) John A. H. Keith and William,C. Bagley, op. cit., pp 40.



to the Ohio Company and the Synmee interest were confirmed 
to the State of Ohio and the sixteentb-seotion grant for 
common echool.s was given state-wide application* The 
enabling act for the admission of this state contained a 
definitely proposed bargain which, if accepted by the state, 
was binding on Congress and irrevocable. In addition to
the above-mentioned grant®, Congress agreed to give the

'

state certain salt springs and to donate to the state five 
percent of the proceeds of the sale of all pubMo lands 
within the state. In return, the state agreed by ordhance 
to exempt from taxation all public lands sold by Congress 
within the state for a period of five years following the 
date'of sale. In the following year, 1803, Congress con
firmed to Ohio all preceding grants for,schools; and, 
furthermore, extended the grants to certain reservations 
not before included, granted the state another to^&hip for 
a university, declared the grants "to be for schools and for 
no other use, Intent, or purpose whatever," and vested the 
Control of school lands in the legislature in trust for the 
purposes mentioned. This enabling act .served as precedent 
for nearly all future admissions of states.

In the same year, 1803, the provisions 
of the Ohio Act were extended to the st&twnito be formed 
out of the Mississippi Territory, the area lying between 
the southern boundary of Tennessee and the Gulf, exclusive 
of Florida. In 1806, Congress settled a dispute with



Tennessee by providing for the reservation of 640 acres 
in every six-mile-square area for schools and by granting 
to the state on hundred thousand acres for academies and a 
like amount for two colleges. Similarly, we find bargains 
and grants like that of Ohio made upon the admission of 
Indiana in 1816, of Mississippi in 1817, of Illinois in 
1818; and of Alabama in 1819. Upon the admission of Miss
ouri in 1821 the', .grants for schools were extended to the 
Louisfana Purchase as well as to the national domain de
rived frpm cessions. When Louisiana was admitted in 1812, 
it had received no schoolcgrants, but in 1834 the sixteenth 
section was granted the state "wherever the same had not 
been sold*" -In fact, there were only three states admitted 
after Ohio which did not receive grants. Maine and West 
Virginia were carved from Massachusetts and Virginia, 
respectively— states which were members of the original 
thirteen and consequently contained no nationally-owned 
land. Texas was independent before acquiring statehood 
and consequently possessed no land belonging to the 
federal government.

It is rather interesting to note the 
changing attitude of the government toward the administr&t- 
ionof these grants as indicated by the wording of the 
various enabling acts. In those of Ohio, Indiana, Miss
issippi, and Alabama, we find that the sixteenth section 
of each township was granted "to the inhabitants of each

7



township for the use of schools.“ (8). With Illlmelm# 
Missouri, and Arkansas It was granted "to the state for 
the use of the inhabitants of such townships, for the use 
of schools." (8). In the case of Michigan and all other 
states admitted before 1850, we find it granted merely "to 
the state for the use of schools." (3). 8inoe 1890, the 
reservation of these sections is ordered at the time of the 
survey of the territory and they are held in reserve for, 
the future state. All of this tends to indicate an awaken
ing recognition of education as a state rather than purely 
local function.

A8 originally granted, these sections 
were to be owned permanently by the state and proceeds for 
the use of schools were to be obtained by leasing the land. 
However, at this early time land was so plentiful and cheap 
that anyone with reasonable industry and thrift could 
purchase the land he tilled. The result of this situation 
was that the school lands provided very little revenue 
and such lands as were leased were usually let out to 
incompetents who were likely to damage the land sufficiently . 
to more than offset the income. Oemeequently, the situation 
was stated in a memorial of the State of Ohio to Congress

(s) Ellwood. P. dubberley, "State School Administration," 
pp 23-3. Cambridge, Massachusetts!-. Riverside Press, 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1937.

8



in 1824 and again In 1825/ In 1826 Congress granted O M ®  
permission to sell the sebool lands# Immediately, other 
states petitioned for similar rights and were granted them 
until in 1843 the right t® sell the lands was generally 
accepted.

There were other early type® of grants 
for public schoole. As previously mentioned,, when Ohio was 
admitted the school fund received salt lands to the extent 
of 41,216 acres, .which yielded approximately @41,000 to 
the school fund# Similarly, Indiana received 23,830 acre® 
which produced about §85,000, and from that time up to the 
admission of Colorado in 1876 it was customary to grant two 
townships of saline land to each state upon its admission. 
Since Colorado, Utah has been the only state to receive 
salt lands. Congress granted to it all of the salt land® 
withlh the stave to be used for the state university. In 
all approximately 900,000 acres of salt lands have been 
granted to the various states, producing more than a million 
dollars of revenue. Most of this has been used for education.

Another interesting type of grant is 
what is known as the MFive-Percent Fund." Ag already noted, 
upon the admission of Ohio Congress granted to the state 
five percent of the net proceeds of the sale of all public 
lands within the state, this fund to be used for internal 
Improvements# This, of course, was further evidence of the 
scheme of salesmanship on the part of Congress in its attempt 
to accelerate the settlement and sale of land, but it was also
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evidence of a recognition by :Congress that the nation, as a 
whole, was indebted to the pioneers wao were cresting new 
states in the wilderness at great personal expense to them
selves. In the case of Illinois, three-fifths of this five- 
percent fund was definitely devoted to education. "Education 
was justly regarded as an internal improvement which was 
advantageous not only to the home state, but to the nation 
at large as profiting with the state in its increase of 
population, wealth, and domestic commerce." (S).~ Since 1860 
the grant has been uniformlyvgiven for additions to the 
common school fund of the states, and in the dase of ell states 
admitted from 1845 to 1860 with the exception of Minnesota, 
the fund was later devoted to education with the permission 
of Congress. More than eight million dollars has been /
added to the permanent school funds of various states from 
this source.

/

Protests ol the Older States.

As might naturally be expected, many of 
the older states that redelved no land grants protested at 
this federal generosity toward the new states to the ex
clusion -of the old, Maryland made the first move. In 1821 
the geiieral Assembly drew \ii a long and detailed statement

(9) Edward H. Reisner, op. cit., pp 343.
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.which it transmitted to Congress and to each of the other 
states. In It Maryland declared that each of the United 
States had **n equal right to participate in the benefit of 
'the public lands, the common property of the Union,* and 
that the states in whose favor Congress had not made appro
priations of land for the purpose of education were entitled 
to such appropriations as would correspond in a just pro
portion with those that had been made in favor of the newer 
states. The legislatures of all the states who had not 
received land, with the exception of Hew York and Macsaohu- 
setts, endorsed this petition and sent memorials to Congress 
to that effect. Ohio alone of all tie states objected to 
the making of such grants.

In response to these petitions 'for a 
governmental school endowment policy for the older states, 
the Committee on Public Lands of the Senate reported ad
versely. In that report, there is the following statement: 
*In receiving donations of land for the purposes of promot
ing education in the states in which they have been granted,, 
in the opinion of the Committee,.a consideration has been 
rendered therefor, on the part of these states, by the in
creased value which the population and improvement of the 
state gave to the unsold public lands, and by the compact 
not to tax the lands of the United Siatea at any tine be
fore they, were sold, nor until the lapse of five years there
after K * (5-p) and that t.e so-called grants had in reality
. (10) Edward H.Reisner, op. cit., pp 344.
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been eales based on valuable considerations. The Committee 
further held that while the granting to states of large areas 
of land within other sovereign states would rgreatly Impede 
progress of the states In watch the land was located, still 
it would be "just and expedient to grant a peroentuw— on 
the eales of public lands for the purpose of promoting 
education in such States as have not received tue aid of 
the National Government.* (11). No action was taken by 
Congress on the Senate resolution nor on a similar House 
resolution in 1826. This agitation for land endowments for 
the older states indicates that the question as to the re
lation of the federal government to the states in this re
gard wan still an open one. In fact as recently as 1894-5 
there was another attempt in this- direction when a repre
sentative from Kentucky introduced a bill to equalize the 
educational land grants to the states on the basis of a grant 
to each state of two sections in a township. Although 
such a plan is not practicable and although the older states 
would undoubtedly have squandered the land if given it during 
the early life of the nation, still it is obvious that the 
older states have not had a fair deal. Forty percent of the 
school children are in the older states whose schools are 
very poor for want of adequate financial support. In the

(11) Ellwood P. Cubberley, op. cit., pp 29.



newer western states we find a great wealth per child 
and we also find a very great general interest in edumAtcn 
stimulated by these funds. Perhaps some feasible plan may 
yet be evolved.

Thus, the first general period of the 
life of our nation closed with federal government having 
no administrative connection with education, and no financial 
connection other than that involved in the policy of land 
endowments for common schools and institutions of higher 
learning in the states created out raf the national domain.
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OHAPfto II

THE PERIOD OF SECTIONALISM (1828-1861).

This period in the life of our nation 
is characterised by increasing friction between the con
flicting interests of the various sections of the country, 
a friction which finally culminated in the Oivil War. In 
the Worth we. find an industrial aristocracy demanding a 
high tariff. In the South there was a landed aristocracy 
just, as vitally dependent noon a low tariff. In the West
existed a group not really vitally concerned with either 

\ ' side but demanding above all cheap land and a gigantic
program of expansion. Gradually these issues were befogged 
by the question of slavery and the rights of secession, 
problems which soon dominated other businesses and.issues 
of the nation, rflonsequently, the question of the federal 
relation to public education was rather submerged during 
this period and there was no real extension of r*he govern
mental policy. The policy of federal aid to the states for 
internal improvements was soon discontinued as unconstitution
al. All federal actions in regard to education during this

Vperiod were explicable on the basis of states rights rather 
than governmental generosity and the extension of federal 
control.
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Surplus Revenue ”Deposit.”

Between 181? and 1887 there was an 
annual surplus of national revenue over all expenditures 
of from two to six millions of dollars. The early ex
tinction of the national debt appeared certain and with the 
continuous sale of public lands and the supposed unconsti
tutional liy of expenditures for internal improvements, 
visions of a vast surplus fevenue began to appear. The 
plausible answer appeared to be to distribute this excess
money among the states. A@ early as 1836 a bill was in-
' . '■ - '
trodneed to distribute five million dollars annually for
four years among the states. If the plan were successful
the distribution would continue and would increase. The
bill was defeated but the idea kept recurring. ;

In 1831 the Pennsylvania legislature
petitioned Congress for a distribution. In 1835 Clay
introduced a bill proposing that, after deducting ten
percent to be set apart for new states, the residue of the
land revenues should be distributed among the twenty-four

*

states in proportion to population. This was to be devoted 
to education, internal improvements, colonization, or the 
redemption of the existing debt. The bill passed but was 
vetoed by President Jackson. It soon became a political 
issue, the Whigs favoring it chiefly because of a desire 
to maintain the high protective tariff which was producing 
It. Moreover, the older states felt maltreated by the 
national financial favoritism shown to the new states and
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demanded a distribution. .

Finally the 11 Act to regulate the Deposit
of Public Money* xras passed, aliening a distribution in the
form of a "deposit* in order to escape the presidential
veto♦ This act provided that after reserving five million
dollars all the money remaining in the Treasury of the
United atate» on January 1,1837, should be distributed
among the state® on the baits of their representation in

. ' ■ ■ v : ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 1 ■the House and Senate combined, an arrangement very favorable
to the older, more densely settled state®. The payment was 
to be made in four equal quarterly installments. This fund 
was declared to be a loan subject to the demand of the 
Secretary of the Treasury, but this power was in the follow
ing year transferred so that a vote of Congress was necessary 
for recall. Three payments were made but the panic of 1837 
prevented the fourth payment. In all $28,171,453.86 was 
"deposited* in amounts ranging from "286,751.49 apiece for 
Delaware, Michigan, and Arkansas to $4,041,520.71 for Kew 
York. This money was everywhere regarded as a distribution 
and its return has never been demanded.

Of all this fund, only about S7,500><)00 
still remains and the interest on this amount is nised for 
schools. Over half of this amount is in Hew p,.York State. 
Eight of the states which lost or wasted their funds consi
der this "deposit" as a gift to education which they have 
misused. Henoe by taxation they annually raise a sum of 
money equalling the amount which the interest on their
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"deposit* would be providing(if it remained. In all, they 
pay "interest" on a sum totalling $6,405,837.74, Considering 
the attitude of the time, in which few states had made 
substantial provisions for public schools, is rather 
surprising that so much as a fourth of this total distri
bution should hare been devoted to education. All the 
rest of the "deposit" not actually put into the school 
fund was either lost or squandered, being used for a 
great variety of purposes.

: " ' - ' '

The Internal Improvement Act of 1841.

The above distribution was so popular 
with the states that there were attempts made to make a 
similar distribution an annual affair. Bo, clear, continuing 
plan could be formulated. An act which was passed in 1841 
contained a proviso that the said act was to lapse automati
cally (l) if the country became Involved in a foreign war, 
or (2) if the minimum sale price of land was increased, or 
(3) if the tariff duties were advanced to a "higher rate than 
twenty per centum." (IB), faturally, with such a wealth 
of limiting factors the act could not long endure and was 
automatically ended the following year by the Tariff Act of 
1842. Only one distribution, amounting to $691,116,45, 
was made under this act, and of this sum about five percent 
was devoted to education.

(1&) John A. H. Keith and William C.Ba&ley, op. citV, p p 60



This act proposed;
(1) . "To give to Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Alabama, 
Missouri, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, arid Michigan, 
each, an additional and clear ten percent of the net 
proceeds of the salt of public lands within their 
borders. This wad over and above the percentages 
specified in the * compact# of admission,
(2) . #After deducting from the net proceeds the
percentages specified above, to divide the remainder 
among oil tho states of the Union, the District of 
Columbia, and the territories of Wisconsin, lo^a, and 
Florida, ^according to their respective federal represen
tative population as ascertained by the last census.'8 - 
Each state and territory was to be permitted to spend 
the money as it chose, but the share of the District
of Columbia was to be 1 applied to free schools, or 
education in some other form.® (13)

Another provision of this act was im
portant to education; To each state (except Maine) admitted 
between 1800 and 1841, the federal government granted
500,000 acres of public land, to be selected by the state.
With the exception of West Virginia and Texas which contained 
no federal lands, all states admitted between 1841 and 1888 
received the same grant. The land was first given for internal 
improvements, but after 1845 was in all cases, except Minnesota, 
diverted to education. After 1888 this general grant was 
discontinued and in its stead Congress has made specific 
grants ranging from 500,00C«'-acr.ee to 2,160,000 acres to • 
new states.

18

A brief statement of the amount and 
approximate value of these 500,000 acre grants under the law 
of 1841, including later specific granta; is as follows;

(13y John A. H. Keith and williain Ci Bagley, op. cit., pp~61.
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(1) . "General Grants, made tp the States before 1889. 
Minimum sale price fixed by lair at. $1.28 per acre.

Lands sold (about three fourths) have produced, 
approximately §7,000,000.7.
Lands still on hand, probably worth ab r#,000,000 
Total gains to common school funds' $15,000,000

(2) , "Specific Grants, for. educational purposes, since 
1888 in lieu of the 500,000 acre.grant for schools:
1.040.000 acres for universities! 680,000 acres for 
schools of mines; 1,000,000' acres for agricultural and 
mechanical arts colleges; 1,260,000 acres for normal 
schools; 560,000 acres for schools for the deaf, dumb, 
and blinds 830,000 acres for specifically reform schools;
1.180.000 acres for reformatory, penal, ami charitable 
institutions; 180,000 acres for insane asylums; 180,000 
acres for hospitals; besides other grants for public 
buildings, penitentiaries, irrigation systems, etc.;

, and also two sections additional in Oklahoma for normal 
schools, colleges, and charitable, penal, and reformatory 
institutions, aadipetolle buildings. On most of those 
lands the sale price was fixed at $10 per acre and at 
$25 per acre on certain lands. The lands probably will 
bring an average of close to $20 per acre, if properly 
disposed of.
"The total of all these specifio grants in the last ten 
states was 11,243,080 acres, worth at least $100,000,000. 
Of this amount, 6,656,640 acres have been for purposes 
specified above as educational, and are worth at least 
from $65^000,000 to $75,000,000. “ (14).

Thus we see that this latter part of
the aot has been of vast consequence to education, but that
the type of money distribution provided in the other part of
the aot was not successful and has never again been tried.

Other Enabling Acts.

In 1849, Louisiana applied to iongrese 
and was granted all the swamp and overflowed lands within 
the state, in recognition of money spent by the state in

(14)” Eliwood P, Oubberley, op. olt., pp 36-7* '



reclamation work* The proceeds were to he need to construct 
levfees and drains* In the following year this law was made 
general and from that time up until 1866 fifteen states 
shared in the grant* Only the new or public-land states 
were eligible and since the donations to California in 
1866 no grant has been made to any new state* Howewer, 
some of the old states still continue to perfect titles 
to swamp lands within their borders*

Several of the states, after paying for the 
drainage work| placed the net proceeds in the permanent 
school fund* For example, Illinois (omitting Onioago) 
has received much of its permanent school'fund from this 
source* In all, probably 40,000,000 acres were put into 
the school funds and have provided a revenue of from 
#12,000,000 to 115,000,000 . About two-thirds of this

i'nis stillyexistence, some having been spent by the states 
leaving only an interest charge.

With the admission of California in 1860 
a new policy of land grant was inaugurated* Cp until this 
time the traditional 0hio_ plan of donating the sixteenth 
section of each township to public education had held sway. 
After the admission of California until 1886, the Oregon 
type of grant which gave the thirty-sixth section as well 
as the sixteenth to education was followed* Utah, New Mexico 
and Arizona have all received in addition the second and the 
thirty-second sections for education, making in all a total 
of four sections per township to he devoted to education*

20



Due to the arid ooMition of the land and Its consequent
low price, these states probably derive less wealth per
township than do many of the other states*

Thus we may conclude that* although there f

was a growing consciousness of state rather than local
responsibility for public education, and a consequent -.. • \ 
development and general adoption of the office of State '
Superintendent of Public Instruction throughout the states,
yetj this period extending up to the Civil War provided
very little real growth or change of the federal policy ^
toward education# * , '
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CHAPTER III %

THE PERIOD OF UUIFICATIOH (1861-1890)

The Civil War served.as a climax of 
factionalism and a turning-point in the direction of unity. 
Although there was an immense chasm between the two faction®, 
which was not filled for more than a generation, within 
each faction there was a tremendous surge of unity and 
nationalism. The exigencies of a great war demanded that 
the rights of states and of individuals as guaranteed by 
the Constitution should he ..suspended. Each side immediately 
took on all the characteristics of a strongly centralized 
government. The federal government greatly increased its 
spread of activities, A conspicuous example which had a 
very strongly-nationalising effect was the generous aid 
given tc the building of transcontinental railways.
Another example, and one with which we are mare Immediately 
concerned is that of the never policy toward public educa
tion.

The Morrill Land Grant Act,

The first example of this changing 
policy was the Morrill Land Gyant Act of 1863, which had 
a great effect on state universities. As was natural# 
the early weak and struggling young universities had as
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their idegl the reproduction in the new lands of a Harvard, 
a Yale, or a Princeton. The founders, proponents and 
factdties of these new institutions were, for the most 
part, products of the old. Gradually, however, with the 
growth of the “Industrial Movement,11 there arose an in
creasing demand for a more practical type of higher educa
tion and as early as 1840 interest in agricultural insti
tutions began to manifest itself♦ In 1841 ant,again in 
1848 individuals presented memorials to Congress recommend
ing the establishment of colleges in the states to give

- '. ■ . . .  - • ■ ■ ■ ' . . 'instruction in scientific branches, including agriculture,
mechanics, road-making, and architecture. In 1846 Congress 

- . • . . . v~ •> -
appointed a committee to consider the question. In 1847Y . •' -
a committee of the Hew York legislature recommended the
establishment of a school in the state to teach agriculture

. . . ' : . .
and meohanie arts. In 1850 the legislature of Michigan 
petitioned Congress for funds to establish an agricultural 
school, which was seconded by Illinois in 1851 and was 
refused by Congress. In 1854 Pennsylvania established a 
state agricultural school and Michigan followed suit in 
1855.

In 1356 Senator Morrill of Vermont, 
offered a resolution in the House of Representative# asking 
that * the Committee of Agriculture be requested to inquire 
into the expediency of establishing one or more national 
agricultural school a upon the basis of the naval and
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milltQ*3r eotioole* (15) and in this same yea* the Massa
chusetts legislature urged Congress to make a grant of 
public lands for Ma national, normal, agricultural college 
which should be to the rural sciences what West Point is 
to the military.M In 1858 Michigan renewed its request 
for a grant of lands to the state for an agricultural 
college. Finally| in 1859, a bill passed both houses of 
Congress granting to each state in the union twenty thou
sand acres of public land for each Senator and Representative 
to which the stati would be entitled by the census of 1860, 
to found a college for instruction in agriculture and the
mechanic arts. ‘ The south was strongly opposed to the bill

- " • ■ ■since it represented a federal invasion, of state rights. 
Consequently, president Buchanan vetoed it and in his veto 
message summarised the old objections to such grant#* 
holding*

11 The granting of so much land (6,060,000 acres ) would 
glut the market and so depreciate the price of land 
that government sales would stop* that it entangled 
state and federal governments in a dangerous manner, 
and tended to cause the states to look to the Federal 
.Treasury for"the support of their systems of education; 
%hat it would operate greatly to the injury of the new 
states; that it was doubtful if the bill would contri
bute to the advancement of agriculture and mechanic 
arts; that the funds could be diverted and wasted, 
with no federal recourse; that the new colleges would 
seriously Injure the existing one#, built up as the 
result of much private and denominational effort;

finally, that Congress had no constitutional 
power to make such a grant.** (16)

VIS) Ellwood P . Cubberly, op. cit., pp 42. 
(16) Ibid., pp 43-3. •
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Finally, in 186%, a bill drawn on

siitlar lines except that the grant was increased to 30,000’ ; . 1
acres for each Senator and representative in Congress, and 
that instruction in military science and tactics was now 
added, was passed by both houses and signed by President ^ 
Lincoln. 5

The time for accepting the grant was 
finally set at 1869 and the time for opening the new Colleges 
at 1874. Hew states and those formerly rebellious were 
also mad® eligible for the grant. Within five years, twenty- 
three states had taken advantage of its provisions and 
established colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts either 
as separate institutions or as departments of existing state 
universities.

Congress provided that this should be a 
* perpetual fund* to remain "forever undiminished,* Mid to 
be * Inviolably appropriated* to the purposes prescribed 
in the act* Such safeguards around the federal land grants 
from the beginning would have saved millions of dollars to 
the cause of education. One thing, however, that Congress 
failed to do when making this grant, was to fix the price 
for which the land might be sold. As President Buchanan 
in his veto message had prophesied, the college lands 
competed with the unsold national lands and forced the 
price down to a minimum naa low as thirty cents an acre.
Many of the states which contained no national lands 
within their borders sold their script to an assignee



at a price of fifty to sixty cents on the acre. - Thus-, the 
Morrill Act as all other acts, failed to do the most . 
possible good. For example, Pennsylvania sold most of her 
scrip for fifty-five cents an acre and Ohio for fifty-four 
cents. Ezra. Cornell, of Ket? York, acquired all of that 
state*s scrip at sixty cents an acre, paying the state as 
he sold the land, with the understanding that all receipts 
above sixty cents an acre should become an. endowment for a 
university* He located the scrip in the white pine district 
of Wisconsin, and eventually sold most of the land at an 
average price of $6*73 an acre* Thia gave Cornell University 
an endowment in excess of five and one half million dollars.

There were several factors contributing 
to this criminal state of affairs* For colleges to be 
established in five years, as originally provided in the Act, 
each state must realize immediately on its scrip. The 
situation was very uncertain with the Civil war at its 
height, prices soaring, and the currency inflated* In 1889 
Co egress corrected this evil by providing that lands given 
future states might not be sold for less than ten dollars
an acre. The land is leased, with certain restriction,

' ,
until it can be sold for the price fixed. In order that 
the establishment of colleges shall not be delayed, the 
lands thus conditioned are made security for bonds issued 
by the state, the state paying interest annually and using 
the proceeds of the bonds for educational purposes, iffhese

36
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large blocks of land, as well as meeting the conditions 
of the first Morrill Act, are in lieu of former separate 
grants such as the Hinternal-improvement grants,* the 
ttoaltlands," and the "swamp and overflowed lands**

recent Enabling Acts, abtotal of 11,267,833 acres has been 
granted for colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts,

ties, already established within the state# The remaining
states founded separate agricultural and mechanical colleges.
The financial returns from this grant were very disappointing,
but the educational returns are enormous. Probably no aid
for education given by the" national Government has ever
proved so fruitfull as have these grants for the development
of instruction in agriculture and mechanic arts; since,
instead of causing states to be dependent upon the federal
government, as feared by President Buchanan, they have
achieved the opposite effecti

‘’Hew and vigorous colleges have been, created; small, 
feeble state universities have been awakened to new 
life; the agricultural and engineering professions 
have been developed to the great benefit of the country 
at large; and the states have been stimulated to make 
large and rapidly increasing appropriation® for these 
colleges# The far-reaching educational importance 
of the Morrill Act of 1862 le not likely to be over
estimated.* (17).

(l7) Ellwood P. Oubbcrly, op# cit., pp 45.

In all, counting additions made by

an area a sixth as large as the State of Arizona# 
states added the fund to the endowment of their state 
universities, and have combined the two institutions#
Three states gave the grant to private colleges or univerei-
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During the^ar^y years of the life 

of th® colleges and universities or^ated by the Morrill Act, 
they, exper if need sanydiff lenities, melr particular 
field was new x?ith few tewhers qualified for the specialised, 
teohriLcal work demanded; pertinent subject-matter was not 
abundant, for farming was still very largely ah empirical 
art rather than an .applied science; and the established 
colleges and universities were not friendly. By 1872 these 
new institutions were in need of further federal assistance. 
As the proceed® frba the sale of public land kept pouring 
into the national treasury, Senator Morrill wished to create 
from these receipts an endowment fund, the proceeds from 
which wo@ld be used only for the support of the state 
colleges of agriculture and mechanic arte. Representative 
Soar , on the other hand, wished to use the proceeds of 
such a permanent fund for the public school a of the several 
states, apportioning these funds partly on a population and 
partly on an illiteracy basis. The reasons for this are 
discussed later. The two finally agreed to divide the 
proceeds equally at the start, but the college fund was 
to be limited to fifty thousand dollars a year to each 
state, while the common aohco| jftmd was to have no limit.
Two bills to this effect passed the House in 1 8 W  bub were 
defeated in the Senate.

In 1873 the subject was again introduced
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but charges had been made that the land-grant Institutions 
were not fulfilling the purpose for which they had been 
established and Mr. James Monroe, of Ohio, moved to "investi
gate the eelleges established under the grants of the Act 
of July 2, 1862," (18). This investigation was completed 
in. 1875 and mr. Monroe himself made a report entirely 
favorable to the oollogos. In spite of this* Senator 
Lfgrrill1 s plan for a permanent cash endowment had to wait 
fifteen years before it became a law, as discussed later r 
is "The Era of national Oonsoiouroess.*

During and immediately following the 
Civil T/gr, edueational affairs in the South were, for the 
most part, in a very wretched condition. The taxable 
property had depreciated sixty oercent by the end of the 
iffarv Banks and railroads in which much of the school funds 
had been invested had been destroyed, and slaves valued 
at about two billion dollars had been freed. This liberation 
added four million illiterates to the school population.
The educational problem set for solution was how to educate 
three times the number of children with one-third the 
amount of money. There were teachers, and no school 
houses; the private schools had been closed because of 
financial difficulties. Moreover, there was a deep-seated
prejudice against universal public education, particularly

' ' :■.' . /. ’• :■ . ■ . -■ : .for negroes. As one Southern writer has said: "If the tree

(is) John A. H; Keith and William 0. Bagley, op. citY, pp 76,
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be judged by ito fyidtu, it (the public school) 
is poisonous instead of. salutary to republisaa institutions 
in our great cities.!1 (19). The peculiar relationship 
that existed between the federal government and the states 
which had constituted the Southern Confederacy caused a 
notable extension of. federal administration.

In March 1865, Congress created a 
•Bureau of Refugees, freedraen, and Abandoned Lands,® which 
soon became known simply as the ,1Freedjaen,s Bureau" and 
which was to supervise and manage all subjects relating to 
refugees and freedraen. In 1866 the powers of this bureau 
were extended' and more closely defined, A comprehensive 
organisation was built up, with the chief commissioner in 
charge and assistant commissioners for each of the Southern 
States, until finally the entire South was organised under 
a hierarchy of Bureau officials. Its work was both to 
educate the negro and to provide him with food, clothing, 
and shelter. Cooperating with northern Benevolent Societies 
and such Southern agencies as would help, the Bureau
continued its charitable and educational work until 1872.

- ■' ■■■ ' ' • ;  . .It helped to establish schools in existing buildings; fotind
teachers; performed great service in building school houses; 
and helped also in the founding of Howard University, and 
Wayland Seminary at Washington, Fisk University and the 
State Central Collegerin Tennessee, Straight University in

{(l9) John A. H. Keith and William C. Bagley, op. cit., pp 84



Louisiana, Olaftin University in South Carolina, and Hampton
Mornal and Agricultural Institute in Virginia. The last

• .. • ' - ‘ ' • •' * • . «.named became the type and pattern for negro industrial, school a
in both North and, South. The Peabody. Fund for the South 
(three million dollars), the Slater Fund (©he million dollars) 
and many other benefactions were hastened and directed by 
the work of the freedmen's Bureau.- In all the Bureau 
supervised the expenditure of over $6,500,000, chiefly for 
educational wort* Naturally, the presence of a large alien 
administrative force aroused Intense dislike on the part of 
the Southern whites and constituted one of the elements of 
friction and misunderstanding which for long years kept
open the chasm between the North and the South.' ‘ ' ’ ' •

It was during this period that Represen
tative Hear introduced his bill (previously mentioned) which, 
although written so as to apply to the entire United States, 
was specifically designed to go into effect in the South.
It provided for a system of administration centralized in 
Washington and operating in any state that should not by a 
certain date have provided “for all the children within 
its borders between the ages of six and eighteen, suitable 
instruction in reading, writing, orthography, arithmetic, 
geography, and the history of the United States." (20).
For each delinquent ..state the President was to appoint a 
"State Superintendent Of National Schools." The system was 
to be quite highly organized and responsible to the national

(20) Edward H. Beisner, op. cit., ?p 430.
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governments The financial support was to he obtained from 
a direct tax of fifty million dollars to be levied annually 
for school purposes in the several states, this also to be 
assessed and collected by the national agents. The men who 
opposed this bill (and they Included the school men of the 
country as represented in the meeting of the national Educa- 
cat ion Association in 1871) did so because of the extreme 
centralisation proposed, which, for those states that 
could not fulfill the requirements, would mean autocratio 
rule. With Senator J. P. Wicker sham they agreed that our 
government could not endure one-half a republic and the 
the other a despotism any more than it coulE exist one- 
half free and the other half : slave.

The Blair bill, first introduced in 1881 
and continued until 1887, was in a tray corollary to the Hoar 
bill and proposed similar aid in a temporary form! Money 
-was to be apportioned bn the basis of relative illiteracy 
in the* states, so that the South would receive seventy-nine 
percent of the amount. Payments.would be made starting 
with fifteen million dollars the first year and decreasing 
ones million dollars annually until ten payments had been 
made. The bill provided for almost absolute freedom on the 
part of the states in their application of the grant. This 
bill was passed three times by the Senate with large majori
ties but each tlms failed in the' Bbuse. .

The supporters of these two bills
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had In wind the educational destitution of the tenth, the 
uncertainty of Southern sentiment with regard to education, 
the lack of funds to provide adequate systems of public 
schools out of the blasted resources of the Southern states, 
and the unwillingness of the Southern whites to provide 
schools for sssgsws. They saw the menace to representative 
government of an ignorant and even illiterate majority of 
voters* They felt the humanitarian appeal of enlightening 
the hordes of freedmon and had extravagant ideas of what 
education could and would do for the black man* That suoh 
a grant of national aid would have been good business for 
the Worth as well as just and generous to the Souths, that 
it would have aided the tenth in recovering from the effects 
of civil strifes and would have laid the foundations far am 
extensive system of national aid for education, which 
probably would have been well-organized by now is generally 
recognized today* That a strong nati6nal department of 
education might have been developed that would have rendered 
a service to the people of this nation analogous to that 
rendered by the Department of Agriculture is also probable.

The Bureau of Education.
' .

In the same year that the Morrill Act 
was passed, 1862, Congress created a federal Separtment of 
Agriculture, thereby extending even farther the acknowledged 
powers of the federal government. This was the first



department representing a function not specifically entrusted 
to the national government by the Constitution,, and was 
created on the grounds that national prosperity and welfare 
depended on the success of agricultural production and that 
anything that a© closely affected national welfare was a 
national concern. It was understood that this department 
could not be used to control agriculture in the stares, 
but ofcly to foster and promote agriculture in the interest 
of the various states and of the nation as a whole.

Five years later in 1867 Congress created 
a Department of Education, n for the purpose of collecting 
such statistics and facts as shall show the condition and 
progress of education in the various States and Territories, 
and of diffusing such information respecting the organization 
and management of schools and school systems, and methods of 
teaching as shall aid the people of the United Stattis in the 
establishment and maintenance of efficient school systems, 
and otherwise promote the cause of education throughout 
the country." (21). The act creating the Department of 
Education designated its head as the Commissioner of 
Education, provided for clerical assistance, and called for 
an annual report to Congress on the part of the Commissioner, 
The Department of Education, like the Department of Agricul
ture was to exercise no direct control over the state 
governments. It had no supervisory functions, no authority, 
and no money to distribute in return for which it could

(21) Edward H. Reloner, op. cit., pp 426. —
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exact condition® to be fulfilled. In fact it# only influence 
would be through the moral advantage of a federal office 
and the personal qualities of the Commissioner. It was 
intended as a clearing house of information about school 
conditions and educational administration.

In 1869 this Department of Education 
was degraded to the status of a Bureau of Education in the 
Department of the Interior, which it has continued until
q ulte recently. During all these years of its existence

'' ' - ' ' ' ' - • - .it has done a highly commendable service in the cause of
education through its collection of the statistics of 
education in the United States and through the reports 
which it has made upon conditions in our own and foreign 
countries. However, since we tend to be more careful of 
our livestock than of our children, the Department of 
Agriculture has been much more prosperous and is today 
one of the most powerful of the departments. '

During the more than sixty years of the 
existence of the Bureau there have been but eight Commissioners 
of Education; F, A. H; Barnard, 1867*70; John Eaton, 1870-66; . 
N.H.F.Dawson,1886-89; v?m. ?. Barrie, 1889-1906; Elmer E. Brown, 
1906-11; P. P. Claxtcn, 1911-31; J. J. Tiger!, 1931-29; Wm.J. 
Cooper, 1939- . In 1929 an Assistant Commissioner of 
Education was employed for the first time in the history 
of the Bureau. When, in 1869, the Department of Education 
became a bureau, the salary of the Commissioner was reduced 
from four thousand dollars to three thousand dollars a year
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and the total appropriation cut from S9,400 to $5,400 a 
year. “The infant was almost strangled while a-borning, 
and it is small wonder thht it has always been puny." (23) 
Throughout its history the “Bureau of Education" has been 
held by Congress to a very minor position, with very limited 
functions and very meager support. While the federal 
government, as has been seen, has undertaken many important 
scientific and educational services. Congress has from tho 
first carefully contrived that almost nothing originated 
under the direct ion of the Bureau of Educat ion• That this 
practice has continued is evidenced by the fact that for 
the year ending June 30, 1918, of the total appropriations 
of 1160,000,000 for educational purposes by the federal 
government only $481,800 or less than one-third o^ one 
percent was given the Bureau of Education and of this mite 
#367,000 or more than half, was specifically appropriated 
for education in Alaska..

In 1925, there were only 102 persons 
employed, aside from the Alaska service, and they were 
distributed and organized as follows: Commissioner 1,
Secretary pnd Assistants 3, Editorial Division 8, Statistical 
Division 15, Library 9, Home Education 2, Alaska Division H i  
ulty Schools Division 8, Higher Education 6, %ral Education:.0 
10, Industrial Education 1, foreign Schools System 3, SoWcl 
Hygiene 6, Commercial Education 2, School Legislation 1,
Home Economics 3, Kails and Files 3, Stenographers 7, and 
Messengers 3.
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In the fall of 1929, Ray Lyman Tfllhur, 

the Secretary of the Interior, ordered that *the subdivision 
of the Department of the Interior formerly known ao the 
* Bureau of Education1 will be called hereafter the *Office 
of Education.1 * (22). Accompanying the change of name, 
a reorganization of Internal conduct was effected on a 
simpler plan. Under the new plan six administrative 
divisions have been set up, as follooa:

"Division A, Administration^- In charge of the chief 
clerk, including (1) the housing and routine 
administration of the offices at Washington,
(2) Alaskan schools—  all administrative duties.

"Division B, Educational Research and Investigations.— • 
In charge of the Assistant Commissioner, iiF 
eluding (1) collegiate and professional schools;. (.2) American School systems; (3) special problems
(including indigenous peoples); (4) foreign school 
systems; (5) statistical service.

"Division 0, Publications.—  In charge of the editor 
in chief, including (1) biennial survey, (2)
School Life, (3) bulletin service.

."Division D, Library S e r v i c e I n  charge of the
Librarian, including (1) Library of Education,
(2) service to librarians, (3) service to office 
staff, (4) service to schools of education 
(survey data., etc.). .

"Division E, Educational Service.—  In charge of the 
service chief, including (l) correspondence 
lessons, (2) education by radio, (3) cooperation 
with other officials of the: federal government,
(4) cooperation with non-official agencies, and
(5) organization and direction of local surveys, 
and (6) approved promotional work.

"Division F, Major Educational Surveys.—  In charge 
of the Commissioner.* (23).

Until recently, the purposes of the

(22) Editorial,"Office of Education of the Department of
the Interior," School Life, XV, No.3. (lovember, 1929), pp 51.
(23) Editorial, "The United States Office of Education 
Administrations! Changes," School Life, No. 4. (December,
1.939) , pp 70.



Bureau of Education, to collect and diGseminate educational 
Information lere fulfilled in a very valuable mam: r 
through the "Annual Reports of the Commissioner" and through 
other special publications dealing with matters of current 
educational interest.. Since 1917, Congress has increasingly 
limited special publication and has reduced the Annual 
Report to a Biennial Survey so that this publication 
now appears from three to four year® after the last year 
which it covers and is of little value.

Besides the care of native education 
in Alaska, a number of minor ministerial duties are also 
performed by the Commissioner of Education. The Rational 
Education Association is required by its charter to report 
to the Commissioner. The reports of the General Education 
Board; those pottions of the reports of the Governors of 
the several Territories which relate to education; and 
the reports of the colleges of agriculture and mechanic 
arts as to the utilization of the federal funds granted to 
these institutions under the Second Morrill Act of 1890, 
and the so-called Nelson Amendment of 1907, are also refer
red by the Secretary of the Interior to the Commissioner of 
Education.

In the "Report of the Joint Commission 
on Reorganization of Government Departments" made to the 
President, February 13, 1923, it was recommended thdta 
new Department of Education and Welfare be created with 
a Secretary in the Cabinet and with four major subdivi
sions —  Education, Health, Social Service, and Veterans



Belief —  each in charge of an Assistant Secretary. This 
has not been done and except for the minor changes of 
1929 there has been little improvement.

The story of the Bureau of Education 
has been outlined in this,division because it is a product 
of attitudes of this, rather than of a later period. 
Federal control of Education is as undesirable as it is 
impossible; but if the federal government really wishes 
to promote education, its first step forward might well 
be to elevate the Bureau of Education to its appropriate 
status as an executive department of the federal govern
ment.

Our third period, that of unification, 
closed with considerable progress made in the direction 
of a national, as opposed to local conception of edu
cation.
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CHAPTER IV

THE ERA OF NATIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS (1890-1930)

Finally we come to the present period
In our national history. Although vie are still far from
our goal of complete national unity, we do possess a fairly
high degree of national consciousness which is growing
all the time. "The real reason for the rapid growth of
the powers of the Federal Government in recent years, by
interpretation as well as by formal amendment, in found
in the complete failure of the States to solve the vast*
social and economic problems confronting theta. Railroad 
and telegraph lines have bound the Nation from coast to 
coast; great corporations have extended their activities 
over the entire country; labor unions have transcended 
state boundaries. There has been need for regulation, 
and the States have found themselves impotent. For many 
functions of government the proper unit of administration 
has become the Nation." (34). Education as a branch of 
the federal activities reflects this change.

(24) Austin Faulks MacDonald, "Federal Subsidies to the 
States," pp 107. Philadelphia: P. 31aOkieton1s Son and 
Co., 1933.
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The Hatch Act.
In 1887 Congress enacted a law which 

was really a broadening of the First Morrill Act of 1862 
and which introduced a new governmental policy with regard 
to education. Aside from the Surplus Revenue Act of 1836 
which was not specifically intended for education, govern
mental aid to education was practically limited to land 
grants. With the Hatch Experiment Station Act of 1887 
Congress entered the realm of cash subsidies for education. 
Under this Act an agricultural experiment station was to be 
established in connection with each of the colleges provided 
by the Morrill Land Grant Act. The researches to be conduct
ed included the entire range of factors affecting agricultur
al production. The application of the funds was to be made 
by the executive officers of the state experiment stations 
and there was no adequate provision for federal supervision. 
It merely was stipulated Rin order to secure, as far as 
practicable, uniformity of methods and results in the work 
of said stations, it shall be the duty of the United States 
Commissioner of Agriculture to furnish forms, as far as 
practicable, for the tabulation of results of investigation 
or experiment; to indicate from time to time such lines of 
inquiry as to him shall seem most important, and. In general, 
to furnish such advice and assistance as will best promote



the purpose of this Aot.* (25). It further stipulated 
that *Each Experiment Station must publish a bulletin 
at least onoe in three months 1 which shall be sent by 
Government frank to each newspaper in the State and to 
euoh persons who are actually engaged in agriculture who 
shall request the same, as far as the means of the Station 
shall permit** (26), and provided that each Station as 
well as the Commission of Agriculture should receive a copy.

Originally, $15,000 a year was appro
priated to each state and territory for this purpose. In 
1906 the Adams Aot was passed increasing this appropriation 
to $20,000 with provision for an annual increment of $2,000 
until the appropriation to each should be $30,000 a year.
The results of this grant have been so remunerative to the 
nation as a whole that it has proved to be one of the best 
investments of the federal government. Consequently, in 
1915, the Purnell Aot provided that the experiment station 
grant to each state should be increased to $50,000 for 1925- 
36, and provision was made for an annual increase of $10,000 
until in 1939-30 this should reach a permanent annual ap
propriation of $90,000 per station. The total annual grant 
to the fifty-one stations is now $4,590,000.

48

(25) Austin Faulks MacDonald, "Federal Aid", pp 25-26, Sew 
York; Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1928.
(36) John A. H. Keith and William 0. Bagley, op. eit., pp 77.



When the appropriation was increased by 
the Adams Act ia 1906, provision was made for more careful 
federal supervision. There were required detailed state
ments of receipts and disbursements of federal money on 
schedules prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture and 
it was provided that in case any state should ’•lose or mis
apply federal funds and fail to replace them, ©r should it 
neglect any of the other obligations imposed upon it by the 
act, its further allotments might be withheld pending am 
adjustment satisfactory to the federal government." (27).

The Second Morrill Aot.

In 1890, Congress made a further money 
grant to education in a significant piece of legislation 
known as the "Second Morrill Aot”. This provided for the 
further endowment of the land-grant colleges and for the 
further extension of federal supervision. An annual grant 
cf #15,000 was provided which was to grow by annual incre
ment of #1,000 until it reached a maximum of $25,000, and 
which was "to be applied only to instruction in agricul
ture, the mechanic arts, the English language and the vari- 
our branches of mathematical, physical, natural, and ecenemi
es! science, with special reference to their application in
the industries of life and to the facilities for such in-

■ ■ ■ ■ ' '
struotion." (38). Moreover, no portion of it was to be used

Austin r. Maotionald, "federal Aid*1, op. cii., p.%6.(38) IMd, p. 33.
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However, the real contribution of this 

Aet to the evolution of the federal aid eastern l&y in the 
clause which empowered the Secretary of the Interior t@ with
hold its annual allotwat from any institution not fulfilling 
its obligations. * *For the first time the federal government 
found in its hands a weapon with which to force state com
pliance with Its requirements.” (29). Despite the fact that 
the potency of the weapon was weakened by the meager limita
tions placed upon state activity, and by the provision for • 
an appeal from the Secretary of the Interior to Congress, 
still, any danger has proved more apparent than real. Each 
state possessed the right of refusing all federal supervi
sion of its affairs, but, since this also meant the refusal 
of profe^ed federal money, the states hastened to comply with 
the Congressional requirements. This was a highly effective 
administrative device based upon the accurate assumption 
that the states could be induced to accept almost any suggest
ion of the federal government, if only Congress would appro
priate sufficient funds to make it worth their while. Hew, 
too, was the first law to provide for real federal super
vision of state activities, and it pointed the way to effect
ive centralized administration,

(29). Austin F. Mao Donald, “Federal Aid^, op. oit., pv. 23^<;v
* ‘ - v f



In March, 1898, Senator Morrill, noting with 
hie usual foresight that the fund arising from the sale of 
pubHo lands would deerease as public lands disappeared, in
troduced a bill which provided that, whenever the proceeds of 
the sales of public lands should be less than is required by 
the Aot of 1890, the dtfiolenoy should be paid from any funds 
in the National Treasury which are not otherwise appropriated. 
n The enaotaent of this bill into law established a clear and 
incontestable precedent for money grants in aid of education, 
the sources of whioh would be current Federal taxes." (30).

In 1907, the "Kelson Amendment" to the second 
Morrill Aot was passed providing an annual increase of §5,000 
for five years until a maximum of §50,000 was reached. Thus 
the federal government now grants a yearly sum of §140,000 
(the Purnell Aot provides $90,000} to each state and terri
tory for the maintenance of its college of agriculture and 
mechanic arts.

The administration of these Acts and the 
results obtained have been excellent indeed, and “If anything 
like such results could have been obtained from the appropria
tions proposed in either the Hoar or the Blair bills, it must 
remain a matter of deep regret that the passage of one or the 
other was not secured." (31). All the states have been stlma-

(30) John A. H. Keith and William 0. Bagley, op. oit., p.7S.
( 31) lllwood P. Oubberlsy, op. clt., p. 55.
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lated by these acta. In 1925, for example, state appropria
tions for the work were more than four times as large as the 
federal grant. All the more recent federal subsidy legisla
tion ie fashioned after the Morrill, Hatch, and Adams Acts, 
though providing for a considerably larger measure of feder
al supervision.

Daring the period starting about 1890, 
much larger provision for education was made in the enabling 
acts of new states. With the adalseion in 1889 and 1890 of 
North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Washington, Idaho and 
Wyoming the national policy of land grants as finally evolved 
is shown. For example, in addition to the customary grant 
of the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections and the five-pew- 
oent-of-land-sales grant, North Dakota received 40,000 acres 
to endow a state university; 40,000for a school of mines, 
40,000 for an agricultural college; 80,000 for state normal 
schools; 40,000 for a reform school; 40,000 for a deaf and 
dumb asylum; 50,000 for public buildings; and 170,000 for 
other educational and charitable purposes. Ihe enabling
act definitely specified that the land so donated should ^

' . • - • . - - _ -

be used for the support of "a system of free public schools, 
extending from the grades up to, and including, the normal 
and collegiate course, and that the schools should be free 
from denominational or sectarian control. All other recent
ly-admitted states were as well treated. Let us consider 
Arizona. This state received, as previously mentioned, a
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grant of four sections per township for education and the 
cue toeary "five-pereent* grant, and in addition received 
800,OCX) acres for a state university; 100,000 for institu
tions for the deaf, dumb and blind; 300,000 for normal 
schools; 100,000 for charitable, penal and reformatory in
stitutions; 150,000 for agricultural and mechanical arts 
colleges; 150,000 for a school of mines; 100,000 for military 
institutes; and 3,000,000 for meeting the school debts of the 
counties and districts.^ The grants reached a climax in the 
enabling act for Oklahoma in 1907. This state received a 
total of 3,876,163 aoree with a minimum price fixed at #20 
an aore. Moreover, oil has been discovered on some of this 
land.

The enabling acts of Arizona and HewV 
Mexico in 1910 showed that Congress had profited by its 
earlier experiences and was determined to safeguard its 
future gifts to the states. Two officers, the governor 
and the secretary of state, were required to approve all 
investments of funds derived from the sale of lands, and 
the e gt further stipulated that the "disposition of said 
lands, or of any money or thing of value directly or In
directly derived therefrom, for any object other than that 
for which such money or thing of value shall have been 
derived, were granted or confirmed, or in any manner con
trary to the provisions of this act, shall be deemed a 
breach of trust*. (33). The Supreme Court has unanimously

(33). Austin H. MacDonald, "Federal Aid*, op. oit., p. 18.



dacidod that “The United States, being grantor of the lands, 
can impose oondltloa* upon their use, and has the right to 
exact performance of the conditions.11 (S3). Bence, each In
adequate stipulations as are made in land grants inay be en
forced. _. ‘

Vocational Education.
About 1906 interest began to be awaken

ed in the question of federal aid in connection with vcoa- ■ ■ : ■■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■ _ : - ■ : - . . . ;
tional education. Congress in that year made an appropria
tion to the Department of Agriculture for an investigation 
of farmers* institutes and agricultural schools. Various 
states were recognising the importance of this field. For 
example, in 1906 Massachusetts created a State Commission 
on Industrial Education, and later provided for the creation 
of certain industrial and district agricultural schools. %a
1907 Wisconsin enacted the first trade-sohoel law, authoris
ing the creation of industrial schools. In 1909 lew York 
similarly permitted its cities to organise trade schools. As 
the movement gained momentum it began to affect Congress. la
1908 Representative Davis introduced a bill before the House 
which provided for an appropriation for agricultural and in
dustrial subjects in secondary schools, agricultural and in
dustrial subjects in normal schools, and for branch agricul
tural experimenteetatione. In the ease year there were in
troduced a bill by Senator Stephenson to create an executive
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Department of Education with a Secretary having a seat in 
the President's Cabinet, and another bill to establish a 
national university at Washington. All of these bills 
failed of passage. In 1910 the American Federation of 
labor framed a vocational education bill introduced by 
Senator Dolliver which resembled in many respects the 
bill that later became law. this proposed measure pro
vided for the payment of federal funds to the states 
for the purpose of * encouraging instruction in agriculture, 
the trades and industries, and home economics in secondary 
schools" and * preparing teachers for those vocational sub
jects in State normal schools". (34). This bill was favor
ably reported out of committee but went no further. Between 
1910 and 1914 as many as thirteen bills of a similar nature 
were Introduced in either house of Congress, and in the 
latter year Congress yielded to the point of authorising the 
appointment of a committee to study the whole problem of 
federal aid for vocational education. This committee, 
headed by Senator Hoke Smith of Georgia, prepared a bill 
which, after various legislative vicissitudes, was enacted 
in 1917 and became known as the Smith-Hughes Act.
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The Smith Lever Aot.
Meantime, however, the friends of 

agricultural and rami life improvement had succeeded 
In having passed In 1914 an aot known as the Smith-Lever 
Act, which represented the most significant excursion of 
the United States government into the field of education 
that it had taken up to that time. The advance made in 
this act was relatively easy for Congress, because, in a
sense, it did not direetly affect the schools. In reality
. . : . - . • . Iit was a tremendous extension of the work of the state de
partment stations which had long been in close contact 
with the federal Department of Agriculture. This act pro
vided for large federal grants to the states for "diffus
ing among the people of the United States useful and practi

c
es! information on subjects relating to agriculture and
home economics, and to encourage the appreciation of the 
same." (35). The act was Intended to carry the work of 
the experiment stations to the people of the states through 
what is now known as university extension. This has been 
accomplished through the organisation of farmers* institutes, 
boys* and girls* clubs, and cooperative agricultural exten
sion, or county agent work, and through a vastly increased 
issue of publications. The amount of money appropriated 
for timipurposes began with the annual sum of #480,000, in
creased the following year by #600,000 and thereafter was

(35) Edward H. Reiener, op. clt., p 483.



to rise by annual increments.of #500,000 until the annual 
appropriation should be $4,580.00.

This not left the preparation of a detailed 
program of activities and a corresponding financial budget, 
to the officials of the state ayrloultural colleges, but 
made the acceptance of such a program dependent upon the 
mutual agreement of the Secretary of Agriculture and the 
state college officials. Annual reports of disbursements 
were required. The act was a great innovation in this 
respect: "the participation of the states in the federal
bounty so temptingly held forth was to be conditioned on 
the appropriations by the several states out of their 
treasuries or by local authorities or private parties with
in the states of sums equal to the amount allotted to the 
states according to the act.* (36)

The Smith Hughes Aot.
In 1917 the Smith-Hughes Bill, mentioned 

above, became an act. Educationally, this is the out
standing legislation of this century. It provided for a 
comprehensive system of vocational training in the common, 
wage-earning employments. An Annual appropriation was 
made, rising gradually to #7^200,000 by 1926. Of this sum 
#3,000,000 was to be used in “cooperating with the states 
in paying the salaries of teachers, supervisors, or direct
ors of agricultural subjects*. (37) This subsidy was to be
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distributed in the proportion tihich the rural population
of each state bore to the rural population of all the states

/

&e determined by the last preceding oeneue. The minimum 
annual allotment to any state prior to 1934 *aa tt> be $500, 
and after that was to be $10,000.

A similar appropriation with a similar 
minimum was made for the purpose of @©operating with the 
states in paying the salaries of "teachers of trade, home 
eoonomios, and industrial subjects*, (38), and was to be ap
portioned to the states on the basis of their urban popula
tion. Still a third section appropriated a sum reaching 
in 1931 a maximum of $1,000,000 annually, "for the purpose 
of cooperating with the states in preparing teachers, super
visors, and directors of agricultural subjects and teachers 
of trade and industrial and home economic subjects*. (39). 
This money was to be alloted on the basis of total population 
within the state, the minimum to each state after 1919 being 
$10,000.

The Act further provided for the creation 
of a Federal Board for Vocational Education whose function it 
is *to m k e  or cause to have made studies, investigations, and 
reports, with particular reference to their use in aiding the 
States in the establishment of vocational schools and classes 
and in giving instruction in agriculture, trades, and indus
tries, commerce and commercial pursuits, and home economics*;
* to cooperate with State Boards in carrying out the provisions

(38) Austin F. MacDonald, Federal A£dr, op. oit., p.i5§
(39) Ibid.



of the Aot*; and #to cooperate with the Departments of 
Agriculture, Labor and Commerce and the Bureau of Educa
tion in making studies and investigations*. (40). This
board is given $200,000 annually to meet the cost of ad-
■ ' ■■ ' ■" ■ ; -■ ■ ■ ■  - ■■ ,ministering the Act.

As in the Smith-Lever Act, a state in 
order to receive its share, must match the federal allot
ment dollar for dollar. Moreover, "The Federal Board for 
Vocational Education shall annually ascertain whether the 
states are using or are prepared to use the moneys received 
by them in accordance with the provisions of this Act," and 
is empowered to •withhold the allotment of moneys to any 
state whenever it shall appear that such moneys are hot being 
expended for the purposes and under the conditions of this 
Act.* (41). Furthermore, the state must guarantee the Govern
ment against the loss of allotted funds by any action or con
tingency, must agree to use the money solely for operating 
expenses, and must report annually to the Federal Board. The 
Federal Board must approve the action of the State Board in 
setting up minimum qualifications of teachers In agriculture, 
trades and industries, and home economics.

The features of this aot which set new 
precedents in federal aid to education are:

T3G] Joins: A.ti. Keith and Wm. C. Bagley, op. olt., pp. 97-66 
(41) Ibid, PP.98-B9.
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"A. The Federal Board, which ie set mp separately 
from any existing agency of the government and which 
is, consequently, directly responsible to Congress.
"B. The allotment on the basis of apparent need.
*0. The requirement that the states must spend, for 
a specific purpose, at least as much as the Federal 
Government allots to the state for that purpose.
*D. The approval of the state1 s plans for vocation
al education by the Federal Board, and the making of 
this approval a condition for allotment.
•1. The right given the Federal Board to ascertain 
annually just what has been done in a state and how 
the money has been spent.* (42).

These features serve as an effective 
safeguard of the nation1s money in a way never before at
tempted. " • ■ •

This act has been subjected to severe 
criticism. In the first place it created perhaps unnecess
arily a new agency for the administration of the new educa
tional activities , instead of vesting the work in the pre
existing Bureau of Education. However, this Innovation 
has worked well in practice. Another source of dissatis
faction lay in the fact that the act has been devoted only 
to fairly well developed types of vocational teaching.
Many states wished to have Smith-Hughes money for the 
stimulation of agriculture, home economics, and industrial 
education, but they did not think that the standards for

(43) John A. H. Keith and Wm. 0. Bagley, op. oit., pp.99-100.



tnstruotlon, tn those subjects as Interpreted by the Federal 
Board mere applicable to their own conditions. It was the 
very purpose of the act that federal money should not be ex
pended for Immature and slovenly forms of vocational instruct
ion. Still another source of dissatisfaction is that the 
Smith-Hughes Act provides too much federal interference and 
control in the operation of the schools. Many rural schools 
would like federal aid if it would help them teach mechanical 
arte as well as agriculture. The contemplated operation of 
the Smith-Hughes Act was greatly interfered with by the war.
A great share of the energies of the Federal Board, during 
the first years, was spent in training soldiers for the wide 
range of vocational activities of military operations, and 
in the vocational rehabilitation of disabled soldiers and 
sailors. However, a great deal has been accomplished. For 
example, in 1923 there were fifty-eight occupations for women 
and nearly one hundred for men for which vocational instruct
ion was offered under the Smith-Hughes aid grants. Three 
types of instruction are aided, namely, (1) the all-day or 
continuation school; (2) the part-time day school; and (3) 
the evening school. Employers in business and industry are 
cooperating extensively with the schools in carrying out 
this work and there is no reason to believe but that the 
results of the Smith-Hughe# Aot will prove it one of the 
outstanding educational measures of all time.
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Beoent Sduoational Bills.
Following the enactment of the Smith- 

Hughes Bill there ensued a period of deceleration in the 
progress of national educational movements. Since the 
Selth-Kugies Aot up to the present time there has "been 
little if any real advancement in federal educational legis
lation and administration. There have been several bills 
proposed but to date these have failed of passage. It is 
as if we have reached a plateau in our climb. % t h  the . 
precedents of the varioue land-grant colleges, the Smith- 
Lever Aot, and the Smith-Hughes Aot, in mind, and facing 
the new problems and needs in public education following 
theWorld War, 'a committee appointed by the national Educa
tion Association, In 1919, proposed that public education 
be in great part nationalised by the transformation of the 
Bureau of Education into a Department, with a Secretary in 
the President*s Cabinet; that money to donduot educational 
investigations be provided; and that a subvention of 
$100,000,000 a year be granted by the national government 
to the states to assist them to maintain better their school 
aye terns, but in particular to aid the states in the elimina
tion of illiteiaoy, the Americanization of immigrants, the 
promotion of health education and physical education, the 
training of teachers and the better equalization of educational 
opportunities.** (43).

(43), lllwood P. Cubberley, op. olt., pp. 66.
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In 1919, a bill to carry out these 

recommendations, known as the Smith-Towner Bill was in
troduced. This failed and in 1921 substantially the same 
bill was introduced as the Sterling-Towner Bill. This 
bill contained the provision that "all the educational 
facilities encouraged by the provisions of this Act and 
accepted toy a State shall be organised, supervised, and 
administered exclusively by the legally constituted State 
and local educational authorities of said States, and the 
Secretary of Education shall exercise no authority in re
lation thereto; and this Act shall not be construed to 
imply Federal control of education within the States, not 
to impair the freedom of the States in the conduct and . 
management -of their respective school systems." (44).
The only limiting conditions were that schools must be 
maintained for a minimum of twenty-four weeks per year and 
that all instruction must be conducted in the English language. 
Even these restrictions were considered too severe by many of 
the states. In other words, the federal government was to 
give away #100,000,000 to the states, without reserving even 
the right of protest should the recipients squander their 
allotments as they squandered other grants similarly given 
in the early years ̂ of the nineteentk centpry. This bill 
foiled in 1921, and when reintrodunod' tnr 1323 as the Ster-

(44) Austin F. MacDonald, “Federal Aid", op. ©it., p. 888.



llng-Reed Edtoeatlon Bill* again failed. In 1335, "The 
Education Bill", similar to the others except that the 
|100,000,000 annual subsidy clause was now omitted, also 
failed to be enacted. This brings our study up to the 
present situation.

Although there is still a vast public 
domain, moat of the land, aside from that of Alaska, is 
arid and of little value. Hence, it is probable that there 
Till be no further land grants to the established states 
and that all future aid will be entirely on a subsidy basis.
At present, as in the past, there is mush opposition to 
federal aid. The wealthy eastern states rebel at the idea 
of helping to pay for education in the poorer states. How
ever, when we recall that people are extremely transient 
and that the poorly educated children of the less wealthy 
states often become the adult citizens of the more wealthy 
states, we readily see the value, of uniform, nation-wide 
education and a more uniform distribution of cost. Like
wise, we may think of education as an investment rather 
than a charity. By proper care and expenditures in the educa
tion of all of our nation1 a youth we increase the earning 
power and wealth of the whole nation. Moreover, it is only 
fair that many of cur wealthy states which actually derive 
their wealth from the poorer states should help to bear the 
financial burdens of those poorer states.
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Furthermore, the case for federal

aid may be stated on these additional grounds:
* 1; It stimulates state interest and state activity.
*2. It brings about & certain degree of uniformity 
without ignoring differences in local needs.
*3. It raises local standards and establishes a 
national maximum of efficiency.
“4. It equalises to some extent the tax burdens
of the several states.
*5. It recognises and reaffirms the principle of 
local autonomy.” (45). , .

Often it has been urged that the acts providing 
this aid are unconstitutional, but the Supreme Court has ren
dered decisions entirely favorable to them. Hence it is 
likely that in the future there will be even more federal 
acts to aid public education.

The present-day situation with respect  ̂
to the organization for administering our federal education
al activities is noteworthy chiefly for its disorganisation. 
These various activities are scattered amont the Department# 
of Agriculture (the Smith-Hughes and numerous other Acts); 
of War (West Point, the R. 0. T. 0., etc.); of Havy (Anna
polis); of the Interior (Office of Education and Indian 
Education); of Labor (Immigrant education and the Children1 e 
Bureau which was created in 1912 1 to investigate and report 
on all mattase pertaining to children and child life among 
all classes of people”); and of the Treasury (the Public
Health Service which affects physical education). Although

\

(45) Austin i. MaoDonald, "Federal Aid*, op. oit., p.363.



the government spends annually between a hundred fifty and 
two hundred millions of dollars for education, only a few 
hundred thousands are devoted to the one division which la 
specifically educational, the Office of Education. We are 
retaining a nineteenth century organisation which long since 
has been outworn. However, constant pressure is being 
placed upon Congress and it is possible that at some time 
there may be created a Department of Education which will 
coordinate all of these activities.

As has been stated previously, the 
history of the relationships of our federal government to 
public education has been one of a gradually expanding 
policy which has involved a growing authority and interest 
in education. For a long period of time our government 
made increasingly larger donations to education in the 
various states but assumed no responsibllity to see that 
these sums were wisely expended. At last, however, in 
accord with the growing centralization of our government, 
the nation is permitted to check upon the state expendi
tures of federal money and to withhold further donations 
in case.of maladministration. All of this may tend to 
indicate that we are pointed in the direction of greater 
unification, a more nation-wide equalisation of the school- 
support burden, greater federal contributions to education, 
and greater governmental supervision of expenditures. How
ever, many people believe that the height of centralization
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has been reached and that a definite trend in the direction 
of states1 rights will soon become evident. Tims alone will 
reveal which trend will prove dominant.
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SUMMARY 

LAND GRANTS

From the very first our government 
has embarked definitely upon a course of federal aid to 
education. This course has been rather erratic and spas
modic at times but, nevertheless, has always been one of 
advancement. In the early days of our government, when 
the nation had little to give besides land it was gener
ous in bestowing land. As cur nation acquired a large 
cash income it began to be bountiful in a monetary way.
For the most part, organisation and control have been left 
in the hands of the individual states. Recently, however, 
in order that the nation* a money may do the most possible 
good, a policy of federal supervision has been instituted.

For Common Schools.
Federal land grants for common schools 

constitute by far the greatest contribution of our govern
ment to education. With the exception of the original thir
teen states and of Kentucky, West Virginia, Maine and Texas, 
each state in the Union has received specific land grants 
for education. In the epoch-marking ordinances of 1785 and 
of 1787, Congress provided first for the Ohio territory 
and then for the entire northwest territory that 8 there 
shall be reserved the lot number sixteen of every township
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for the maintenance of pnfrlio eohoole within the said 
township*. These ordinances were a device of Congress 
to make the new lands more attractive to prospective 
settlers and hence to pay off the national debt by the 
rapid sale of public lands. When Ohio was admitted in 
1802 the precedent for subsequent land grants for educa
tion was definitely established. In addition to the 
sixteenth-section grant for common schools, Congress agreed 
to give the state certain salt springs and to donate to the 
state five-percent of the proceeds of the sale of all pub
lic lands within the state. Congress further provided 
three townships for an university and for seminaries of 
learning. In return the state agreed to exempt from taxa
tion all public lands sold by Congress within the state 
for a period of five years following the date of sale. In 
1821 similar rights and grants were extended to the Louisiana 
Territory and practically identical enabling aete prevailed 
among the states admitted between .1802 and 1850.

With the admission of California in 1850, 
a practice of granting a second section of each township to 
be used for education was instituted and continued until 
1896. Utah, Mew Mexico and Arizona, admitted since 1896, 
have each received a total of four sections of land per 
township to be used for education. However, due to the 
arid condition of the land, these states probably receive 
less wealth per township than do the other states. The



peak of benefloenoe was reached in the enabling act of 
Oklahoma which provided 3,876,163 acres with a minimum 
sale value of twenty dollars an aore.

There have been other general land 
grants for common schools: the Internal Improvement hot 
of 1841 and the Swamp Ante of 1849 and 1850. As a re
sult of the first of these acts each of the states, with 
the exception of Maine, admitted between 1800 and 1889 
received 500,000 aoree of land to be used ^orinternal 
improvements and especially education. Since 1889 incom
ing states-have received grants ranging in size from 500,000 
to 2,160,000 acres of land. More than eleven and a half 
million acres of land have been granted as a result of this 
act. The Swamp Acts which remained in effect from 1850 to 
1866 provided that all swamps and overflowed lands within 
the new or public-land states should be given to the states 
to provide funds for drainage and the building of levees. 
However, about three-fourths of the land or about forty- 
five million acres were given to education.

Another shoree of revenue for public
schools was provided by the salt lands of various states
which were granted to the states for the use of education.
In all, about 900,000 acres of land was provided in this

&,

way.
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For Higher Education.
Many of the grants already referred

to were used by the states for higher institutions of
learning. As before mentioned. Congress provided three
townships in the enabling acts of Ohio and subsequently-
admitted states which were to be used for universities
and other seminaries of learning. Much of the land given
as a result of the Internal Improvement Act of 1841 was

' .

used to establish and maintain universities in the various 
states.

The Morrill Act of 1862 gave to each 
state 30,000 acres of land.for each senator or representa
tive to which the state was entitled by the census of 1860. 
This land was to be used for the establishment of agricul
tural and mechanic arts colleges. All future states and 
rebellions states were specifically included. A total of 
11,367,832 acres of land was granted by this act and re
sulted in new and vigorous colleges throughout the country.

Extent of Land Grants.
In all, 149,299,775 acres or 235,281 

square miles of land BSEVSSBman within the United States 
have been granted to the various states by the federal 
government as an aid to education. This is an area more 
than twice the size of the State of Arizona, and more than 
seven-eighths of the area of Texas. In fact, approximately 
eight percent of the area of the entire United States has 
been granted to help education within the states.



MONEY GRANTS 

Prior to 1887.
Although our government now is definite

ly engaged in a policy of money grants for education, its 
aid prior to 1887 was limited to land grants except on two 
occasions. The first of these was the "Act to Regulate 
the Deposit of Public Money" of 1836. From the first, the 
older states felt slighted in the matter of federal aid to 
education, since all grants had been made to incoming states. 
Consequently, when visions of a large governmental surplus 
of money began to arise as the rapid sale of public lands 
paid off the national debt, the older states demanded that 
this surplus be distributed among the states on the basis of 
their representation In Congress. The surplus revenue act 
provided that all the money present in the federal treasury 
on January 1, 1837, be so distributed in four quarterly in
stallments. Three of the installments, totalling 
$38,171,453.86, were deposited, but the panic of 1837 pre
vented the fourth payment. About $7,500,000 still remains 
and interest on about $6,500,000 more is raised annually 
by taxation for the support of schools. The rest of the 
money was squandered or lost.

This distribution was so popular that 
attempts were made to make such distributions an annual 
affair. No feasible plan oould be outlined hut in 1841 an
act was passed which resulted in one distribution of •

'

$691,116.14 of which about five percent was used for education.
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Agricultural and Mechanic Arts Colleges.
The Hatch Experiment Station Act of 

1887 was really a broadening of the Morrill Land Grant 
Act and started a new policy by making a diredt appropria
tion of $15,000 per year to each state and territory for an 
agricultural experimental station. In 1905 this amount was 
increased to $20,000 and continued to increase at the rate 
of §2,000 per annum until it reached $30,000 a year for 
each state and territory. In 1925 the annual appropriation 
per state was increased by the "Purnell Aot" to $50,000 
with an annual increase od $10,000 until the yearly ap
propriation should be $90,000 per station.

In 1890 Congress passed the "Second 
Morrill Aot* providing further endowment of the land-grant 
colleges. There was an annual appropriation of $15,000 
with a yearly increase of $1,000 until the sum should reach 
$25,000 per state. In 1907 the "Kelson Amendment" to this 
aot was passed providing an annual increase of $5,000 until 
a maximum of $50,000 yearly was appropriated for each 
college. Consequently, the Purnell Aot (for agricultural 
experimental stations) and the Nelson Amendment together 
provide $140,000 annually to each state and territory for 
the maintenance of its college of agriculture and mechanic 
arte - - , ■ . ■ :
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Vocational Education.

In 1914 Congress passed the Smith-Lever 
Aot providing large grants of money to the state agricultural 
stations for "diffusing among the people of the United States 
useful and prsdtioal information on subjects relating to agri
cultural and home economics and to encourage the application 
of the same". The amount of money appropriated began with an 
annual sum of $480,000, increased the following year by 
#600,000 and thereafter rose by annual increments of ^500,000 
until it,the annual appropriation, became #4,580,000. This 
act resulted in the organization of farmers’ institutes, 
boys’ and girls’ olubs, county agent work, and in a vastly 
increased issue of publications.

In 1917, Congress enacted a very import
ant bit of educational legislation; the Smith-Hughes Aot. An , 
annual appropriation was made, rising gradually to #7,300,000 
by 1926. Of this sum $3,000,000 was to be used to help the 
states provide agricultural education and was distributed 
on the basis of the proportion of rural to urban population 
in the states; #3,000,000 was to be used to help the states 
provide teachers of trade, home economics ami industrial 
subjects and was to be apportioned to the states on the basis 
of their urban population; #1,000,000 was to help the states 
train teachers of agricultural and industrial subjects;
#300,000 was to be used by a Federal Board of Vocational Eduoa-
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tion created by the Act whose duty it was to carry out the 
progtelone of the act. In both the Smith-Lever and the Smith- 
Hughee Acta, each state must raise a sdm at least equal to 
that offered by the federal government in order to receive' 
money and must conform to certain regulations. .

- • • * - 'yf

AN EVALUATION OF FEDERAL EDUCATIONAL POLICIES.

With Respect to Land.

The policy of federal aid to public 
education has shown gradual expansion. The early land ^ 
grant acts probably are purely schemes of advertisement 
designed to make the new lands more attractive to pros
pective settlers who would be purchasing land from the !
government. However, it is also probable that some of ^
the men recognised that it was advantageous to the old 
states to have the people of the new states educated and 
productive oitisene. Until about the time of the Civil War, 
our federal policy toward education was rather clearly de
fined. The federal government had absolutely no administra
tive connection with education and its financial connections 
were limited to land endowments and the money distributions 
of 1837 and 1841. These money distributions had not been 

specifically for the use of education and federal aid for in
ternal improvements was considered unconstitutional. All
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federal actions in regard to education are explicable on 
the basis of states rights rather than governmental generosity 
and the extension of federal control.

The Civil War served as the turning point Y
, ' . - ' /in the direction of national unity and a consequent advance- j

meat in the federal policy toward education. The first re- V 
suit of this changing policy was the Morrill Aot which made 
specific grants to the states to be used for the establish
ment of a definite type of college, land in one section of 
the country was given to a state in another portion of the 
country. Congress provided that this was to be a perpetual 
fund to remain forever undiminished and to be inviolably 
appropriated to the purposes prescribed in the aot. All of 
this represents an invasion of states rights in that Con
gress not only gave lands for a distinctly state responsi
bility, but safeguarded them and attempted to control their 
use.

With Respect to Money.
The next great step in the evolution of 

our national policy was the Hatch Act with which our govern
ment entered the realm of cash subsidies for education. Aside 

from the Surplus Revenue Act of 1836 which was not intended 
for education this was the first occasion in which the 
federal government appropriated money for use in public 
education.

*

X



VThe Second Morrill Act of 1890 also ap
propriated funds for the use of education but it advanced 
much farther in that it empowered the Secretary of the 
Interior to withhold the annual allotment from any inetl-

ytut ion failing to live up to its obligations. This was the j 
first law to provide for real federal supervision of state  ̂
activities. la 1898 Cimgresa enacted a bill providing 
that in case of a shortage of funds from the sale of pub- 
lie lands the money for the Second Morrill Act should be

Tpaid from any funds in the National Treasury. This set
an incontestable precedent for money grants in aid of eduoa-

. vtion, the source of which would be current federal taxes.
Even in the enabling acts of the newest 

states Congress evinces a desire to safeguard its gifts and 
stipulates that the governor and secretary of state of the 
state must approve all investments of funds derived from the 
sale of public lands.

The next great movement in the evolving 
federal policy was in the Smith-Lever Act of 1914 which pro
vided that states wishing to receive federal aid m e t  raise 
sums of money at least equal to that which they receive from 
the federal government.

In the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 we see 
the federal policy as it stands at present. There were 
several Innovations:
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1. The creation of a Federal Board Independent of 

existing agencies of government and responsible to Con
gress alone.

2. The allotment is on the basis of apparent need.
3. The requirement that all state plans must be ap

proved by the Federal Board. '
4. The right of the Federal Board to determine how 

money has been spent in the respective states, and, if it 
thinks advisable, to withhold grants of money.

These features serve as an effective 
safeguard of the nation’s money in a way never before at
tempted.

There is only one branoh of our federal 
government which is specifically educational - the Office 
of Education. Throughout its hectic career this Bureau and 
Office has been held to a very minor position in federal 
affairs. In the year 1917 to 1918 the total federal appro
priation for educational purposes was §160,000,000, and of 
this amount only §481,800 or less than one-third of one 
percent was given the Bureau of Education and of this mite 
$86?,000 or more than half was specifically appropriated 
for education in Alaska. The educational activities of oar 
government are scattered among the Departments of Agriculture 
of War, of Navy, of the Interior, of Labor, and of the Treas
ury. There is a great need for unification and concentration 
of forces in the control and distribution of national aid to
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education. Perhaps this could be attained by the creation \
- ' * • ' . • • • • \of a federal Department of Education.

The history of our government is one of 
gradual assumption by the national government of the rights 
and duties of the individual states, further unification 
educationally would probably result in more uniform and 
efficient education throughout the nation with a greater 
uniformity of tax burden. Since education is a national 
investment rather than charity this appears to be an exceed
ingly desirable entity. However, we instantly encounter 
the question of states* rights versus federal rights and 
can arrive at no definite conclusion. Probably time alone 
can disclose what is best.

-0
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